Semantic homophily in online communication:
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Introduction

Study Framework

Homophily [1] is a human tendency to connect with similar people: birds of a feather flock together.
It has been observed in different social networks. We focus on a network of communication representing exchange of information. The similarity traits based on which people connect are called homophilous foci. Two levels of homophily based on such foci are: status (rank, race, position at a company) and value (taste, internal attitudes) homophily. An inherent homophilous focus to assess in
communication is semantics, i.e., the meaning of tweet contents; hence: semantic homophily.

Terminology
SR, semantic relatedness, is a measure of how related are the topics of two texts; 0 � SR � 1.
CI, communication intensity, is the number of mentions between a pair of users. It serves as a
proxy for link strength after the Strength of Weak Ties (SWT) [2] theory.
Communication propensity measures to what extent are the communication links more likely given
a homophilous trait than if they were random. We assess it with respect to SR threshold cp(SRth).
(Degree) Assortativity is a correlation on (degree) some attribute of linked nodes in a network.
Social capital [3] is the number/strength of user's contacts, i.e., resources of her social network.
Semantic capital [4] is a measure of semantic diversity and richness of user's tweet content.

Quantification of Homophily in Communication
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Communication network is built from all internal mentions of 26 000 Twitter users
for a period of 6 months.
Semantic database is built according to Explicit Semantic Analysis [5] method from
the whole set of English Wikipedia pages as of April 2015.

C

Status inconsistency, stinc
Denotes internal heterophily of an individual [6], i.e., discrepancy of her ranks on different forms of social status:

A Communication propensity as a function of SR threshold on links: SR is a homophilous focus for communication, i.e.,
users who talk on related topics are more likely to communicate and especially to form strong links (higher CIth).
B Degree assortativity coefficients as a function of minimum link strength (CIth): the stronger links we consider, the
higher is degree assortativity, except in-in and out-out. undir_all (undir_mutual) are degree assortativity coefficients in undirected network consisting of all (reciprocal) links. in/out-in/out are directed degree assortativity coefficients.
C Interplay between social capital (activity) and semantic capital (entity diversity): the more active users, the semantically richer their tweets.

stinc as a function of links strength (CI): confirmed sociological theory that status inconsistency of one or both
users increases communication intensity.

Temporal Evolution of Homophily

Conclusions
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A Evolution of SR values on communication links: Average SR in the whole network grows. Around the time of a new
link formation, SR between the user pair significantly grows. Formed links that will persist retain high SR; others see a drop.
Persisting links have a stable average SR through time. There is no drop in SR before link decommission.
B Evolution of relative status on communication links: Average relative status grows in the whole network. It is more
stable on the persisting links. Links formed between pairs who have the status difference close to the persisting average persist later. Links that get decommissioned have a higher relative status compared to the persisting average.
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Twitter mentions communication exhibits both status
and value homophily. Semantics is a homophilous trait,
especially for strong links, hence, confirming aspects of
SWT theory. Increase in the degree assortativity with
the strength of the links also supports SWT theory. Another sociological theory, about status inconsistency
and communication effectiveness, is also supported by
the data.
Semantic relatedness of users, as a proxy for value homophily, evolves through time: it increases around link
formation, stays stable on persisting links and drops
down after the link decommission. At the same time,
relative status, as a proxy for status homophily, also
evolves, but in a different manner. Pairs of similar status
are more likely to persist communication, and, on the
contrary, those with larger differences will cease communication. Hence, we find an evidence that value
homophily drives link formation, while status heterophily drives link decommission.
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